
ZERO
VOID

>>Bad Day at Port Caliban
Zero Void  - adj. (colloquial, vulgar) 
  - The most hopeless and desperate a situation can be.

>>Ok, listen up scummer, here’s the deal. You’re jekked. You’re void. And you need 
to get out in one piece. The job started fine - your crew got into the vault, grabbed the 
money and were headed for the exit when some jekking would-be hero tripped the 
alarm. Your ship was locked down and you had to hop on the nearest piece of dreg 
you could in order to get out of system. 
>>Too late, though. Hunter Koltz is on your trail and the can you jacked didn’t have 
the juice to get any further than the Dantix system. So now you’re pulling into Port 
Caliban, the tiny space station with the only fuel for five light years. You’ve got three 
cases of credstix that aren’t worth dreg ‘til you can get them to a cleaner, and you’ve 
got the body of the jekking rachit whose can you took. Koltz and ISE are right behind 
you and could be here any MINIT.
>>You ken all that? ‘Cause right now everything’s zero void, it’s someone else’s fault, 
and you don’t plan on going down.

Zero Void is a no-prep sci-fi RPG scenario for 1-6 players and a GM. In it, a team of 
interstellar criminals are on the run following a botched job, trying to outrun the full 
force of Imperial Security Enforcement. Do they work together to get out in one piece, 
turn on each other to try and save their own skin, or go down in a blaze of zero-g 
desperation?
Print out a copy of each of the six character sheets, or make sure each player has a 
digital device that they can read it on. Then each player should choose their character 
and briefly read through the system notes on the bottom half of the page. 
The GM should take a minute to read through the GM Prep section, then read out the 
opening paragraph and you’re playing.
Have fun, and don’t let them take you alive!

Content Notes: Intraparty hostility, theft, murder, gambling, drinking, drugs, guns, 
general criminality, betrayal, blackmail, police violence, civilian death, military, 
suffocation, insects, drowning, mind control, infection, AI
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Smiley
runs the crew

WHAT I DO
>>Planning
>>Scamming
>>Knife ‘em in the back

NOT MY JOB
>>Dealing with tech

MY GEAR
>>Case of credstix worth CR5,000,000 
(once scrubbed)*
>>Manton Logistics uniform (slightly 
bloodstained)
>>Three knives (hidden)
>> CR300 in unlinked credstix

HARM
1            3  
2         4
        5   >TAKEN OUT<

MY TROUBLES
>>Paranoid
>>Greedy

>>Dice Rolls
>When a task has a chance of failing, the GM 
will ask you to roll a number of D6 equal to 
the danger of the action:

Safe   1D6
Risky   2D6
Dangerous  3D6
Foolhardy 4D6
Suicidal 5D6

Roll 1 fewer D6 if it is WHAT I DO
Roll 1 fewer D6 if you have useful GEAR
Roll 1 more D6 if it is NOT MY JOB 
>If you do not roll any 1s, the task is a success 
and you have achieved your aim.
>If any dice are 1s, you fail in your aims and 
take 1 harm for each 1 rolled.
>If any dice are 2s, your action causes a new 
problem for each 2 rolled.
>If the action is a success and any dice are 6s, 
you get a bonus for each 6 rolled.

>>Harm
>Harm is damage of some sort, whether 
physical or psychological. Each harm makes 
future tasks harder, and if you ever have 5 harm 
you are taken out.
>You can recover from 1 Harm by spending 
an entire MINIT (scene) addressing it. You 
may do this as many times as you like, but can 

take no other actions during that period. 
Remember: time is running short.

>>Scruples
>You start the game with 3 scruples. These are 
tokens that can be used the following ways:
>Lucky Break - Use a scruple to add a single 
element to the current scene that is useful for 
you. The GM may veto or amend if they feel 
the good fortune is too unrealistic or over the 
top.
>Not My Problem - Use a scruple to cancel a 
single 1 rolled on a task. If there are no 1s left, 
that task is now a success. For each 1 cancelled 
this way, the GM must create a problem for 
one of the other characters.
>Earning Scruples - You get another scruple 
any time one of MY TROUBLES causes 
significant difficulty or danger for someone else 
on the crew.

>>Combat
Sometimes fights might occur. The GM has the 
full rules, but when there is combat, begin by 
dividing the number of opponents between the 
characters involved.
Roll in whichever order you choose. A 
successful roll takes out a single opponent, or 
two with a bonus. All harms are physical.
After all characters have rolled, each must 
decide whether to continue fighting  or flee. If 
they do not flee, divide remaining opponents 
and repeat.

Jekk/Jekker/ -
Jekked/Jekking

 

Void -
 Scummer - 

Rachit -
Mega - 
Dreg - 

Ken - 

ISE/Imps -

Can -  

MINIT -

 

Rotation -  

Orbit -

Zero Void - 

All-purpose 
expletive 

Bad/Dead
Untrustworthy or 
low-class person
Foolish individual
Good
Not worth 
anything
Understand
Officers of 
Imperial Security 
Enforcement
Spaceship
Measurement 
of Imperial 
Normalised 
Interstellar Time 
(roughly an Old 
Earth hour)

One rotation 
of the system 
beacon (Roughly an 
Old Earth day)
One orbit of the 
system beacon 
(Roughly an Old 
Earth year)
The most messed 
up a situation 
can be

SLANG

RULES

*Directly traceable to the robbery



Greezer
flies the can

>>Dice Rolls
>When a task has a chance of failing, the GM 
will ask you to roll a number of D6 equal to 
the danger of the action:

Safe   1D6
Risky   2D6
Dangerous  3D6
Foolhardy 4D6
Suicidal 5D6

Roll 1 fewer D6 if it is WHAT I DO
Roll 1 fewer D6 if you have useful GEAR
Roll 1 more D6 if it is NOT MY JOB 
>If you do not roll any 1s, the task is a success 
and you have achieved your aim.
>If any dice are 1s, you fail in your aims and 
take 1 harm for each 1 rolled.
>If any dice are 2s, your action causes a new 
problem for each 2 rolled.
>If the action is a success and any dice are 6s, 
you get a bonus for each 6 rolled.

>>Harm
>Harm is damage of some sort, whether 
physical or psychological. Each harm makes 
future tasks harder, and if you ever have 5 harm 
you are taken out.
>You can recover from 1 Harm by spending 
an entire MINIT (scene) addressing it. You 
may do this as many times as you like, but can 

take no other actions during that period. 
Remember: time is running short.

>>Scruples
>You start the game with 3 scruples. These are 
tokens that can be used the following ways:
>Lucky Break - Use a scruple to add a single 
element to the current scene that is useful for 
you. The GM may veto or amend if they feel 
the good fortune is too unrealistic or over the 
top.
>Not My Problem - Use a scruple to cancel a 
single 1 rolled on a task. If there are no 1s left, 
that task is now a success. For each 1 cancelled 
this way, the GM must create a problem for 
one of the other characters.
>Earning Scruples - You get another scruple 
any time one of MY TROUBLES causes 
significant difficulty or danger for someone else 
on the crew.

>>Combat
Sometimes fights might occur. The GM has the 
full rules, but when there is combat, begin by 
dividing the number of opponents between the 
characters involved.
Roll in whichever order you choose. A 
successful roll takes out a single opponent, or 
two with a bonus. All harms are physical.
After all characters have rolled, each must 
decide whether to continue fighting  or flee. If 
they do not flee, divide remaining opponents 
and repeat.

Jekk/Jekker/ -
Jekked/Jekking

 

Void -
 Scummer - 

Rachit -
Mega - 
Dreg - 

Ken - 

ISE/Imps -

Can -  

MINIT -

 

Rotation -  

Orbit -

Zero Void - 

All-purpose 
expletive 

Bad/Dead
Untrustworthy or 
low-class person
Foolish individual
Good
Not worth 
anything
Understand
Officers of 
Imperial Security 
Enforcement
Spaceship
Measurement 
of Imperial 
Normalised 
Interstellar Time 
(roughly an Old 
Earth hour)

One rotation 
of the system 
beacon (Roughly an 
Old Earth day)
One orbit of the 
system beacon 
(Roughly an Old 
Earth year)
The most messed 
up a situation 
can be

WHAT I DO
>>Wheeling
>>Dealing
>>Getting out of there

NOT MY JOB
>>Fighting

MY GEAR
>>Flight key to the Harker (Netta-class 
delivery cruiser registered to Manton 
Logistics)*
>>Worn flight clothes
>>4 cheap cigars and lighter
>>CR100 in unlinked credstix

SLANG

RULES

HARM
1            3  
2         4
        5   >TAKEN OUT<

MY TROUBLES
>>Cowardly
>>Overcautious

*Directly traceable to the robbery



Pug
wrecks what 

needs wrecking

WHAT I DO
>>Shooting
>>Looting
>>Tearing it down

NOT MY JOB
>>Keeping a low profile

MY GEAR
>>MK-9 light combat pistol 
(concealed)
>>Jenga V hunting rifle
>>Crowbar
>>Brass knuckles
>>CR50 in unlinked credstix

HARM
1            3  
2         4
        5   >TAKEN OUT<

MY TROUBLES
>>Ruthless
>>Vain

>>Dice Rolls
>When a task has a chance of failing, the GM 
will ask you to roll a number of D6 equal to 
the danger of the action:

Safe   1D6
Risky   2D6
Dangerous  3D6
Foolhardy 4D6
Suicidal 5D6

Roll 1 fewer D6 if it is WHAT I DO
Roll 1 fewer D6 if you have useful GEAR
Roll 1 more D6 if it is NOT MY JOB 
>If you do not roll any 1s, the task is a success 
and you have achieved your aim.
>If any dice are 1s, you fail in your aims and 
take 1 harm for each 1 rolled.
>If any dice are 2s, your action causes a new 
problem for each 2 rolled.
>If the action is a success and any dice are 6s, 
you get a bonus for each 6 rolled.

>>Harm
>Harm is damage of some sort, whether 
physical or psychological. Each harm makes 
future tasks harder, and if you ever have 5 harm 
you are taken out.
>You can recover from 1 Harm by spending 
an entire MINIT (scene) addressing it. You 
may do this as many times as you like, but can 

take no other actions during that period. 
Remember: time is running short.

>>Scruples
>You start the game with 3 scruples. These are 
tokens that can be used the following ways:
>Lucky Break - Use a scruple to add a single 
element to the current scene that is useful for 
you. The GM may veto or amend if they feel 
the good fortune is too unrealistic or over the 
top.
>Not My Problem - Use a scruple to cancel a 
single 1 rolled on a task. If there are no 1s left, 
that task is now a success. For each 1 cancelled 
this way, the GM must create a problem for 
one of the other characters.
>Earning Scruples - You get another scruple 
any time one of MY TROUBLES causes 
significant difficulty or danger for someone else 
on the crew.

>>Combat
Sometimes fights might occur. The GM has the 
full rules, but when there is combat, begin by 
dividing the number of opponents between the 
characters involved.
Roll in whichever order you choose. A 
successful roll takes out a single opponent, or 
two with a bonus. All harms are physical.
After all characters have rolled, each must 
decide whether to continue fighting  or flee. If 
they do not flee, divide remaining opponents 
and repeat.

Jekk/Jekker/ -
Jekked/Jekking

 

Void -
 Scummer - 

Rachit -
Mega - 
Dreg - 

Ken - 

ISE/Imps -

Can -  

MINIT -

 

Rotation -  

Orbit -

Zero Void - 

All-purpose 
expletive 

Bad/Dead
Untrustworthy or 
low-class person
Foolish individual
Good
Not worth 
anything
Understand
Officers of 
Imperial Security 
Enforcement
Spaceship
Measurement 
of Imperial 
Normalised 
Interstellar Time 
(roughly an Old 
Earth hour)

One rotation 
of the system 
beacon (Roughly an 
Old Earth day)
One orbit of the 
system beacon 
(Roughly an Old 
Earth year)
The most messed 
up a situation 
can be

SLANG

RULES



Corsica
works the tech

WHAT I DO
>>Hacking
>>Slacking
>>Fixing it up

NOT MY JOB
>>Running around

MY GEAR
>>Case of credstix worth CR5,000,000 
(once scrubbed)*
>>Tool-belt (with heavy wrench)
>>TekkJack systems interface
>>Half-empty hip flask
>>CR150 in unlinked credstix

HARM
1            3  
2         4
        5   >TAKEN OUT<

MY TROUBLES
>>Overly relaxed
>>Heavy drinker

>>Dice Rolls
>When a task has a chance of failing, the GM 
will ask you to roll a number of D6 equal to 
the danger of the action:

Safe   1D6
Risky   2D6
Dangerous  3D6
Foolhardy 4D6
Suicidal 5D6

Roll 1 fewer D6 if it is WHAT I DO
Roll 1 fewer D6 if you have useful GEAR
Roll 1 more D6 if it is NOT MY JOB 
>If you do not roll any 1s, the task is a success 
and you have achieved your aim.
>If any dice are 1s, you fail in your aims and 
take 1 harm for each 1 rolled.
>If any dice are 2s, your action causes a new 
problem for each 2 rolled.
>If the action is a success and any dice are 6s, 
you get a bonus for each 6 rolled.

>>Harm
>Harm is damage of some sort, whether 
physical or psychological. Each harm makes 
future tasks harder, and if you ever have 5 harm 
you are taken out.
>You can recover from 1 Harm by spending 
an entire MINIT (scene) addressing it. You 
may do this as many times as you like, but can 

take no other actions during that period. 
Remember: time is running short.

>>Scruples
>You start the game with 3 scruples. These are 
tokens that can be used the following ways:
>Lucky Break - Use a scruple to add a single 
element to the current scene that is useful for 
you. The GM may veto or amend if they feel 
the good fortune is too unrealistic or over the 
top.
>Not My Problem - Use a scruple to cancel a 
single 1 rolled on a task. If there are no 1s left, 
that task is now a success. For each 1 cancelled 
this way, the GM must create a problem for 
one of the other characters.
>Earning Scruples - You get another scruple 
any time one of MY TROUBLES causes 
significant difficulty or danger for someone else 
on the crew.

>>Combat
Sometimes fights might occur. The GM has the 
full rules, but when there is combat, begin by 
dividing the number of opponents between the 
characters involved.
Roll in whichever order you choose. A 
successful roll takes out a single opponent, or 
two with a bonus. All harms are physical.
After all characters have rolled, each must 
decide whether to continue fighting  or flee. If 
they do not flee, divide remaining opponents 
and repeat.

Jekk/Jekker/ -
Jekked/Jekking

 

Void -
 Scummer - 

Rachit -
Mega - 
Dreg - 

Ken - 

ISE/Imps -

Can -  

MINIT -

 

Rotation -  

Orbit -

Zero Void - 

All-purpose 
expletive 

Bad/Dead
Untrustworthy or 
low-class person
Foolish individual
Good
Not worth 
anything
Understand
Officers of 
Imperial Security 
Enforcement
Spaceship
Measurement 
of Imperial 
Normalised 
Interstellar Time 
(roughly an Old 
Earth hour)

One rotation 
of the system 
beacon (Roughly an 
Old Earth day)
One orbit of the 
system beacon 
(Roughly an Old 
Earth year)
The most messed 
up a situation 
can be

SLANG

RULES

*Directly traceable to the robbery



Backslash
cuts down on 
complications

WHAT I DO
>>Slicing
>>Dicing
>>Talking to the locals

NOT MY JOB
>>Thinking things through

MY GEAR
>>Case of credstix worth CR5,000,000 
(once scrubbed)*
>>Fake ISE badge
>>Monoedge collapsible Katana
>>Xantar dice (weighted)
>>CR400 in unlinked credstix

HARM
1            3  
2         4
        5   >TAKEN OUT<

MY TROUBLES
>>Occasional conscience
>>Impulsive

>>Dice Rolls
>When a task has a chance of failing, the GM 
will ask you to roll a number of D6 equal to 
the danger of the action:

Safe   1D6
Risky   2D6
Dangerous  3D6
Foolhardy 4D6
Suicidal 5D6

Roll 1 fewer D6 if it is WHAT I DO
Roll 1 fewer D6 if you have useful GEAR
Roll 1 more D6 if it is NOT MY JOB 
>If you do not roll any 1s, the task is a success 
and you have achieved your aim.
>If any dice are 1s, you fail in your aims and 
take 1 harm for each 1 rolled.
>If any dice are 2s, your action causes a new 
problem for each 2 rolled.
>If the action is a success and any dice are 6s, 
you get a bonus for each 6 rolled.

>>Harm
>Harm is damage of some sort, whether 
physical or psychological. Each harm makes 
future tasks harder, and if you ever have 5 harm 
you are taken out.
>You can recover from 1 Harm by spending 
an entire MINIT (scene) addressing it. You 
may do this as many times as you like, but can 

take no other actions during that period. 
Remember: time is running short.

>>Scruples
>You start the game with 3 scruples. These are 
tokens that can be used the following ways:
>Lucky Break - Use a scruple to add a single 
element to the current scene that is useful for 
you. The GM may veto or amend if they feel 
the good fortune is too unrealistic or over the 
top.
>Not My Problem - Use a scruple to cancel a 
single 1 rolled on a task. If there are no 1s left, 
that task is now a success. For each 1 cancelled 
this way, the GM must create a problem for 
one of the other characters.
>Earning Scruples - You get another scruple 
any time one of MY TROUBLES causes 
significant difficulty or danger for someone else 
on the crew.

>>Combat
Sometimes fights might occur. The GM has the 
full rules, but when there is combat, begin by 
dividing the number of opponents between the 
characters involved.
Roll in whichever order you choose. A 
successful roll takes out a single opponent, or 
two with a bonus. All harms are physical.
After all characters have rolled, each must 
decide whether to continue fighting  or flee. If 
they do not flee, divide remaining opponents 
and repeat.

Jekk/Jekker/ -
Jekked/Jekking

 

Void -
 Scummer - 

Rachit -
Mega - 
Dreg - 

Ken - 

ISE/Imps -

Can -  

MINIT -

 

Rotation -  

Orbit -

Zero Void - 

All-purpose 
expletive 

Bad/Dead
Untrustworthy or 
low-class person
Foolish individual
Good
Not worth 
anything
Understand
Officers of 
Imperial Security 
Enforcement
Spaceship
Measurement 
of Imperial 
Normalised 
Interstellar Time 
(roughly an Old 
Earth hour)

One rotation 
of the system 
beacon (Roughly an 
Old Earth day)
One orbit of the 
system beacon 
(Roughly an Old 
Earth year)
The most messed 
up a situation 
can be

SLANG

RULES

*Directly traceable to the robbery



Roach
gets in quiet

WHAT I DO
>>Sneaking
>>Peeking
>>Finding a way

NOT MY JOB
>>Talking to people

MY GEAR
>>Bag of misc. jewels and curios*
>>Dark, lightweight clothing
>>Well-worn combat knife
>>Programmable keycard
>>Mag-gloves
>>CR50 in unlinked credstix

HARM
1            3  
2         4
        5   >TAKEN OUT<

MY TROUBLES
>>Curious
>>Easily Bored

>>Dice Rolls
>When a task has a chance of failing, the GM 
will ask you to roll a number of D6 equal to 
the danger of the action:

Safe   1D6
Risky   2D6
Dangerous  3D6
Foolhardy 4D6
Suicidal 5D6

Roll 1 fewer D6 if it is WHAT I DO
Roll 1 fewer D6 if you have useful GEAR
Roll 1 more D6 if it is NOT MY JOB 
>If you do not roll any 1s, the task is a success 
and you have achieved your aim.
>If any dice are 1s, you fail in your aims and 
take 1 harm for each 1 rolled.
>If any dice are 2s, your action causes a new 
problem for each 2 rolled.
>If the action is a success and any dice are 6s, 
you get a bonus for each 6 rolled.

>>Harm
>Harm is damage of some sort, whether 
physical or psychological. Each harm makes 
future tasks harder, and if you ever have 5 harm 
you are taken out.
>You can recover from 1 Harm by spending 
an entire MINIT (scene) addressing it. You 
may do this as many times as you like, but can 

take no other actions during that period. 
Remember: time is running short.

>>Scruples
>You start the game with 3 scruples. These are 
tokens that can be used the following ways:
>Lucky Break - Use a scruple to add a single 
element to the current scene that is useful for 
you. The GM may veto or amend if they feel 
the good fortune is too unrealistic or over the 
top.
>Not My Problem - Use a scruple to cancel a 
single 1 rolled on a task. If there are no 1s left, 
that task is now a success. For each 1 cancelled 
this way, the GM must create a problem for 
one of the other characters.
>Earning Scruples - You get another scruple 
any time one of MY TROUBLES causes 
significant difficulty or danger for someone else 
on the crew.

>>Combat
Sometimes fights might occur. The GM has the 
full rules, but when there is combat, begin by 
dividing the number of opponents between the 
characters involved.
Roll in whichever order you choose. A 
successful roll takes out a single opponent, or 
two with a bonus. All harms are physical.
After all characters have rolled, each must 
decide whether to continue fighting  or flee. If 
they do not flee, divide remaining opponents 
and repeat.

Jekk/Jekker/ -
Jekked/Jekking

 

Void -
 Scummer - 

Rachit -
Mega - 
Dreg - 

Ken - 

ISE/Imps -

Can -  

MINIT -

 

Rotation -  

Orbit -

Zero Void - 

All-purpose 
expletive 

Bad/Dead
Untrustworthy or 
low-class person
Foolish individual
Good
Not worth 
anything
Understand
Officers of 
Imperial Security 
Enforcement
Spaceship
Measurement 
of Imperial 
Normalised 
Interstellar Time 
(roughly an Old 
Earth hour)

One rotation 
of the system 
beacon (Roughly an 
Old Earth day)
One orbit of the 
system beacon 
(Roughly an Old 
Earth year)
The most messed 
up a situation 
can be

SLANG

RULES

*Directly traceable to the robbery



Port Caliban
Orbiting Dantix IV

Lower Maintenance Deck
Back-up generators, as well 
as gravity, waste and water 
reclamation systems

Airlock
Access to the docks for 
small ships, as well as 
shuttles from larger vessels

Fuel Storage
The refinery ship unloads its 
cargo here for export or use 
in the back-up generators

Docks
Loading, unloading and 
short/mid-term storage for 
small ships and shuttles

Shipyard
Refuelling, maintenance and 
repair for small ships and 
shuttles

Upper Commerce Deck
Businesses and amenities 
including restaurants, bank 
and clinicLower Commerce Deck

Businesses and amenities 
including bars, hotels and 
leisure

Market
Shops, stalls and free 
traders

Upper Habitation Deck
Command and crew 
residential. Garden, gym 
and holotheatre

Lower Habitation Deck
Workers residential, 
as well as nursery and 
recreation

Command Deck
Staff and crew level. 
Bridge, security station, 
brig and medical bay

Upper Maintenance Deck
Solar generators, as well as 
communication, oxygen and 
life-support systems



Dantix III
Asteroids

Warp Gate Alpha
Warp gate

Dantix VI
Frozen planet (lifeless)

Dantix II
Desert planet

Dantix VII
Water Planet

Dantix IV
Gas Giant
Port Caliban

Dantix I
Molten planet (lifeless)

Dantix Sol
System star

Dantix V
Jungle planet

Warp Gate Gamma
Warp gate

Dantix System



GM prep
>>Basics

During a game of Zero Void, the players take 
the roles of members of a desperate band of 
criminals, trying to escape the system with 
their ill-gotten loot, all the while being chased 
by a relentless hunter with no clear path to 
escape.
>The scenario broadly divides into two parts. 
First on the Port Caliban space station and 
then, if they survive, in the wider Dantix 
system and the many planets or hazards 
where they might land/crash/explode.
>Players are on the clock for the whole game, 
so you should try to keep track of how long 
any given action takes. As a general rule, each 
player should be taking part in one scene 
and making one roll each MINIT. An entire 
combat sequence and its consequences 
should also take a MINIT.
>Make sure you keep half an eye on the 
timeline, so you know how the situation 
develops as the characters try to find avenues 
of escape.
>Bear in mind, most things mentioned or 
referenced in this game (the Imperium, Manton 
Logistics, starship fuel) are not explained in 
any significant detail. If more information is 
needed, invent whatever additional details are 
interesting to you or, failing that, whatever is 
most inconvenient for the players.
>When in doubt, always tighten the screws, 
and don’t be afraid to kill them all. The 
characters in Zero Void are bad people, the 
situation deliberately tends towards escalating 
chaos and it’s rare for them to make it out of 
a game alive.

One of the gems taken in the robbery (starts 
in Roach’s possession) is actually a data 
crystal containing information vital to the 
future of the Imperium. Hunter Koltz will stop 
at nothing to retrieve it. Others may also take 
interest if they find out about it.

By the time the Harker’s landing gear locks in 
place and settles on the dock of Port Caliban, 
you’ve almost stopped noticing the dull beep 
of the jekking fuel alarm. You’ve been running 
on fumes since the warp gate and you didn’t 
think the can would even make it this far.
You shove the body of the unlucky pilot in a 
storage locker, and head out into the bay. A 
mechanic walks out to greet you, smiling like 
a rachit.
“Fraid y’all might have a bit of a wait,” he 
drawls, “refinery ship’s overdue. Last of the 
fuel’s jus’ gone, too, so we’re sittin’ empty. 
Least until it arrives. Hope you ain’t in a rush.”

Jekk/Jekker/ -
Jekked/Jekking

 

Void -
 Scummer - 

Rachit -
Mega - 
Dreg - 

Ken - 

ISE/Imps -

Can -  

MINIT -

 

Rotation -  

Orbit -

Zero Void - 

All-purpose 
expletive 

Bad/Dead
Untrustworthy or 
low-class person
Foolish individual
Good
Not worth 
anything
Understand
Officers of 
Imperial Security 
Enforcement
Spaceship
Measurement 
of Imperial 
Normalised 
Interstellar Time 
(roughly an Old 
Earth hour)

One rotation 
of the system 
beacon (Roughly an 
Old Earth day)
One orbit of the 
system beacon 
(Roughly an Old 
Earth year)
The most messed 
up a situation 
can be

SLANG

>>Opening

>>The Twist



Rules
>>Rolls

When a character attempts a task with a chance of 
failure (and most things they’ll be attempting will have 
at least a chance). Decide on exactly how dangerous 
their course of action is, and ask them to roll a number 
of D6 as below:

Safe    1D6
Risky   2D6
Dangerous   3D6
Foolhardy  4D6
Suicidal  5D6

>They roll 1 fewer D6 if it is WHAT I DO
>They roll 1 fewer D6 if they have useful GEAR
>They roll 1 more D6 if it is NOT MY JOB 
>If they do not roll any 1s, the task is a success and 
the characters have broadly achieved their aim.
>If any dice are 1s, the character fails to achieve their 
aim and takes a harm for each 1 rolled.
>If any dice are 2s, your action causes a new problem 
for each 2 rolled.
>If the action is a success and any dice are 6s, they get 
a bonus for each 6 rolled.

A Harm is anything which hurts a character and makes 
it harder for them to function: this can be physical 
injuries (broken leg), mental distress (convinced they’re 
being followed), emotional instability (incredibly angry) 
or contextual hindrances (covered in glowing paint). 
For any task which would be made harder by these add 
1 extra dice to the roll for each relevant Harm.
>A character can recover a single Harm by spending 
1 MINIT solely dealing with it. They cannot take any 
other action while doing so.
>If at any point they have 5 Harms they are Taken 
Out and removed from the game (dead, captured, or 
similar). If this occurs too early, consider having the 
Hunter offer them a deal...

A Complication is anything which makes future tasks 
harder or means that more tasks will have to be 
resolved. These might be contextual changes (your 
face is known to the guards), environmental issues 
(the holotheatre is on fire), loss of an asset (your 
gun is broken) or new unrelated problems (a violent 
drunk has wandered by). For any task which would be 
made harder by these roll 1 extra dice for each relevant 
Complication. Rolling further Complications on these 
tasks usually spreads an existing Complication (the fire 
has spread to the whole Upper Residential Deck).

A Bonus is an additional effect of a character’s 
success that makes future tasks easier. These might be 
contextual changes (you’ve made a friend in Security), 
environmental discoveries (you’ve found a hidden 
access ladder behind the screen), advantages (you 
have the Imps pinned down) or unrelated good fortune 
(a hidden cache of explosives!). For any task which 
would be made easier by these roll 1 fewer dice for 
each relevant Bonus.

Players start the game with 3 scruples. These are 
tokens that can be used the following ways:
>Lucky Break: a player may add a single element to the 
current scene. You may veto or amend if you feel the 
good fortune is too unrealistic or over the top.
>Not My Problem - a player may spend a scruple to 
cancel a single 1 rolled on a task. For each dice cancelled 
this way, you may create a problem for one of the other 
characters.
>Earning Scruples - award a character another scruple 
any time one of their TROUBLES leads to significant 
trouble or danger for someone else on the crew.

>>Harm

>>Complications

>>Bonuses

If combat occurs, divide the number of opponents as 
evenly as possible between the characters taking part, 
then roll in any order. The difficulty is based on the 
highest danger among that character’s opponents. Each 
opponent’s danger begins at 1 dice if they’re unarmed 
and untrained.
 
 >If they are armed add 1 dice
 >If they are heavily armed add 2 dice
 >If they have combat training add 1 dice
 >If they are very highly trained add 2 dice

Add 1 extra dice for each additional opponent fighting 
you beyond the first. All harms are physical. If the roll 
is a success, they take out one opponent (either dead 
or unconscious depending on your weapon). With 
a Bonus they may either take out two opponents or 
choose to kill with a non-lethal weapon (and visa 
versa). 

After all characters involved in the combat have rolled, 
if there are still opponents standing the players must 
immediately choose whether to continue the combat, 
in which case redivide the opponents and roll again, or 
attempt to flee - a separate task for each character.

>>Combat

>>Scruples



    

The Station

The Lithia
Refinery ship
2 shifts, 40 workers each
Captain Nala
The ship is professional, practical 
and usually on time. 

Port Caliban is an out-of-the-way fuel and commerce station, serving a Pallas-class refinery ship 
which harvests and processes fuel from the gas giant below. It has a permanent population of 
approximately 200, with perhaps another 40 ships’ crew and travellers on board at any one time. 
In addition to the below, there are 20 security personnel, with 10 currently on patrol around the 
station. It’s been a quiet orbit so far, and the command crew have no idea what’s about to happen.

Fuel Storage
2 maintenance workers
Capacity 200 tonnes of stabilised fuel. 
Currently empty. 
Refinery ship pumps 20 tonnes/MINIT

Lower Maintenance
4 maintenance workers
Water / Waste / Gravity
Backup generator

Docks
4 dock workers, 2 mechanics
Dockmaster T’Shan
Refuelling Station
The Harker (Arrived in - No fuel)
The Swan (Fuelled, fast, seats 2) 
      [Captain Augustine staying in The Admiral]
The Endless Wind (Fuelled, good-size, being repaired)  
          [Captain Leroy and crew in The Rifter]

Lower Commerce Deck
25 service workers
Amity Arms hotel and bar 
M. Lovage barbershop
The Rifter (liquor)
Runner’s End (liquor/drugs)
Cutter row (food stalls)
Chipz (Restaurant)
CN Needles (tattoo parlour)

Market
20 service workers
Edibles (food, liquor)
Artificial Eye (vids)
The Reader (digital books, data) [hacker - can scrub money]
Arty Zann’s (art, jewellery, curios) [can detect datacrystal]
Rugs Rugs Rugs (furniture and decor, Currently out of rugs)
JR Hakkon (clothes of all sorts, as well as guns)

Upper Commerce Deck
20 service workers
The Admiral hotel
Health Clinic
Nexus (club)
Dartanyon’s (Restaurant)
The Anchorage (Restaurant)
Banking node PC3827-001 

Lower Habitation Deck
40 off-duty workers
70 single berths
35 double berths
Nursery
Recreation area
 

Upper Habitation Deck
5 service workers, 4 medical 
personnel, 10 off-duty workers
20 family berths
Garden
Gymnasium
School
Holotheatre

Upper Maintenance
2 maintenance workers
Chief Engineer Shae
Communications
Primary generator (solar)
Oxygen
Environmental controls

 

Command Deck
10 command crew, 
8 security personnel
Commander Solis
Dr Kyto 
Officer Dedson
Bridge
Medical bay
Security station



   

Lower Maintenance
4 maintenance workers
Water / Waste / Gravity
Backup generator

The System
Dantix is not on any major transportation or commerce routes, especially following the destruction 
of Dantix III thirty years ago. It lies on the outskirts of the ancient warp gate system, but has enough 
connections that, should the characters make it to one of the gates, successfully activate it and get 
through, they should be all but untraceable by ISE.

Warp Gate Alpha       10 clicks from Port Caliban
This is the gate through which the Harker and crew entered the system. By the time the game begins 
Hunter Koltz has just arrived the same way on the ISS Relentless. The gunship ISS Damnation then 
takes up barricade position in front of the gate. The Damnation is huge, and has more than enough 
firepower to obliterate any unarmed civilian ship.

Warp Gate Gamma       21 clicks from Port Caliban
The only other functional warp gate in Dantix. 7 MINITs after the game begins and Hunter Koltz 
arrives in the system, the gunship ISS Overlord arrives to blockade it, cutting off all escape from 
Dantix. Like the Damnation it is more than capable of annihilating a foolish crew making a run for it.

Dantix I         8 clicks from Port Caliban
A tiny, burning ball, too close to Dantix Sol to support life. The air is toxic and it is impossible to 
survive outside without a Hostile Environment Suit. Anyone landing here is in big trouble.

Warp Gate Beta       17 clicks from Port Caliban
A decommissioned warp gate, just ancient metal floating dead in space. Not listed on the map, but 
any character that asks about it’s absence can find out about it. Not barricaded, but without some 
seriously advanced tech (such as that found on Dantix VI) there’s no way to get it working again.

Dantix Sol         5 clicks from Port Caliban
A G2V yellow dwarf star which supports life on Port Caliban and several of the planets in the 
Dantix system. Within 3 clicks of the star, solar radiation disrupts all communication and tracking 
signals. Within 2 clicks, the heat and radiation begins to do serious damage to any ship that gets that 
close. Any ship passing within half a click is lost.

Dantix II        13 clicks from Port Caliban
A barren world of deserts and rocks. Currently home to a planet-wide colony of carnivorous 
space-bugs. The Imperial Army has a small outpost there, looking to eradicate the bugs and begin 
terraforming. They have no idea badly this is about to go.
Events may include:  Discovery of a horrific bug colony // Shot down or captured by army 
   Massive attack as Koltz catches up // Base overrun by bugs
   Crew eaten // Crew escape on military ship



    

The System
[cont.]

Dantix III        10 clicks from Port Caliban
Originally a fully-terraformed planet of human colonists, Dantix III was destroyed by planet-killer 
bombs during the Unification War. Now nothing remains except a large asteroid field. It is possible to 
hide in here, but very dangerous due to the amount of debris.

Dantix V         8 clicks from Port Caliban
A dense, verdant world covered in thick jungle. A terraforming accident resulted in the creation 
of several species of megafauna, reminiscent of Old Earth dinosaurs, which has rendered it 
uninhabitable until the imperial army has a chance to purge it.
Events may include:  Bountiful fruit and clean water // Remains of scientific expedition
   Foot pursuit through the undergrowth by Koltz and her troops
   Megafauna stampede threatens everyone // Space t-rex attack!

Dantix VII               25 clicks from Port Caliban
An airless lifeless rock, frozen right at the edge of the solar system. There’s nothing here.

Dantix IV / Port Caliban           Starting Location
Dantix IV is a gas giant, with Port Caliban in orbit. A refinery ship, The Lithia, is currently in low orbit, 
harvesting gases to manufacture fuel that is than sold on the station. See The Station for more 
detail.

Dantix VI        21 clicks from Port Caliban
A water planet, completely covered by rough, stormy salt water. Aeons ago it was populated by a 
highly-advanced race of aliens, the same ones that built the warp gates, and a few entrances to their 
vast underwater cities still remain above the water level, just about detectable from low orbit.
Events may include:  Hit by a terrible storm // Aquatic leviathan attempts to devour ship
   Chased by Koltz through an ancient tech-city full of traps and treasure
   Discover tech that could re-activate Warp Gate Beta

The Astaroth               #UNKNOWN
At some point, you may decide the crew’s ship picks up an automated distress signal. This can 
happen anywhere in the system. It is dated 12 orbits ago, and originates from the Imperial warship 
Astaroth, along with a message warning civilian ships against trespassing on imperial property. The 
warship is huge, dark and imposing, easily ten times the size of Port Caliban, and armed to the teeth. 
It has also been taken over by a highly infectious technovirus calling itself ‘Hierophant’ that has 
turned its crew into mindless cybernetic zombies.
Events may include:  All systems appear functional, but on emergency power (spooky red lighting!)
   Signs of horrific violence, but apparently no bodies
   Attack and chase by hordes of undead Imperial soldiers
   Koltz follows and gets infected by the virus’ AI



    

The Imperials
1 MINIT

Hunter Koltz and her ship, The Relentless, arrive in Dantix. 
Warp gate Alpha blockaded and locked by ISE warship Damnation.

2 MINITs
Fugitive alert received by station, docks locked down. 

Descriptions circulated to security personnel.

3 MINITs
Port Caliban security officers begin random spot checks. 

The refinery ship returns and starts uploading fuel.

4 MINITs

The Relentless docks on Port Caliban

5 MINIT
Koltz’s troops secure the docks.

Meets with Officer Dedson to coordinate with station security.

6 MINITs

Koltz has trackers installed in all currently docked ships. 

7 MINIT

Warp gate Gamma blockaded and locked by ISE warship Overlord.

8 MINITs

Koltz’ forces and station security begin deck-by-deck search for the characters.

12 MINITs
Search of the station is complete.

If the characters are still on board, they have likely been cornered.

ISS Relentless
Scimitar-class pursuit ship
Hunter Koltz
20 Elite ISE Troopers
Tractor beam (close range, dodgeable)
XPM missiles (long range, disabling)
Heavy shielding
ID, Voice and Retinal confirmation 
required for operation

ISS Damnation and Overlord
Nova-class warships
Captains Steiner and Bastelle
100 ISE Troopers
Rail cannons (long range, lethal, dodgeable)
Particle guns (close range, lethal, accurate)
Battle shielding
Warp gate locks


